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Student Instructions
1. Place the stickers with your Personal
Education Number (PEN) in the allotted
spaces above. Under no circumstance is
your name or identification, other than
your Personal Education Number, to
appear on this booklet.
2. Ensure that in addition to this examination
booklet, you have a Readings Booklet and
an Examination Response Form. Follow
the directions on the front of the Response
Form.
3. Disqualification from the examination will
result if you bring books, paper, notes or
unauthorized electronic devices into the
examination room.

4. When instructed to open this booklet, check
the numbering of the pages to ensure that
they are numbered in sequence from page
one to the last page, which is identified by
END OF EXAMINATION .
5. At the end of the examination, place your
Response Form inside the front cover of this
booklet and return the booklet and your
Response Form to the supervisor.
6. Before you respond to the question on page
13, circle the number corresponding to the
topic you have chosen:

2a or 2b.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Electronic devices, including dictionaries and pagers, are not permitted in the
examination room.

2. All multiple-choice answers must be entered on the Response Form using an
HB pencil. Multiple-choice answers entered in this examination booklet will not
be marked.

3. For each of the written-response questions, write your answer in ink in the space
provided in this booklet.
Adequate writing space has been provided for average-sized writing. Do not
attempt to determine the length of your answers by the amount of writing space
available. You may not need to use all the allotted space for your answers.

4. Ensure that you use language and content appropriate to the purpose and audience
of this examination. Failure to comply may result in your paper being awarded a
zero.

5. This examination is designed to be completed in two hours. Students may,
however, take up to 30 minutes of additional time to finish.

ENGLISH 12 PROVINCIAL EXAMINATION

Value

Suggested
Time

PART A: Editing, Proofreading and
Comprehension Skills

13

10

PART B: Interpretation of Literature: Poetry

20

25

PART C: Interpretation of Literature: Prose

33

45

PART D: Original Composition

24

40

1. This examination consists of four parts:

Total:

90 marks

120 minutes

2. The Readings Booklet contains the prose and poetry passages you will need to
answer certain questions on this examination.
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PART A: EDITING, PROOFREADING AND COMPREHENSION SKILLS
Total Value: 13 marks

Suggested Time: 10 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS: The following passage has been divided into numbered sentences which may
contain problems in grammar, usage, word choice, spelling, or punctuation. One or
more sentences may be correct. No sentence contains more than one error.
If you find an error, select the underlined part that must be changed in order to make
the sentence correct and record your choice on the Response Form provided. Using
an HB pencil, completely fill in the circle that corresponds to your answer. If there
is no error, completely fill in circle D (no error).

Saving the Great Lakes
1. The Great Lakes with their shinning surfaces have provided millions of Canadians
(B)
(A)
and Americans with beautiful areas to live, work , and play.
(C)

(D) no error

2. For 150 years, the Great Lakes have drawn people like magnets, consequently,
(A)
a seventh of all Americans and a fourth of all Canadians reside near or
(B)
(D) no error

on these picturesque shores.
(C)

3.

Unfortunately, the lower Great Lakes and Lake Michigan is being sorely stressed by the
(B)
(A)
cities, farms, and industries lining their shores.
(C)

(D) no error

4. Over the past ten years, the amount of pollution being dumped into Lake Ontario alone
(A)
has tripled because of the population exp losion in cities like: Toronto, Hamilton, and
(B)
Niagara Falls, which line the eastern shores of the lake.
(C)
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(D) no error

5.

The scientists who analyze the waters daily have recorded an alarming increase in
(A)
(B)
dissolved solids. Including the nutrients , phosphorus and nitrogen.
(C)

(D) no error

6. Dr. Raymond Beaulieu, the University of Toronto’s head scientist for the
(A)
Great Lake’s Research Division , believes there are no immediate remedies
(B)
(C)
for the Great Lakes.

7.

Dr. Beaulieu is a realist. “The Great Lakes will continue to be polluted, but at least
(A)
we can reduce the amount and types of pollutants if we are diligent,” he states.
(B)
(C)

8.

(D) no error

(D) no error

The solution to these problems is immensely complex. Canada and the United States,
(B)
(A)
each with it’s own federal regulations, share four of the lakes.
(C)

(D) no error

9. This bureaucratic nightmare makes it extremely difficult to have
(A)
consistent regulatory processes in place that can monitor the
(B)
(D) no error

well-being of these vital waterways.
(C)

10. If the Great Lakes are to be saved, all North Americans must continue to pressure
(A)
their Governments to establish and maintain workable legislation to ensure the survival
(C)
(B)
of these national treasures.

(D) no error
OVER
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INSTRUCTIONS: Based on the information contained in the passage on pages 2 and 3, “Saving the
Great Lakes,” select the best answer for questions 11 to 13 and record your choice
on the Response Form provided.

11. According to sentence 4, the pollution in Lake Ontario has tripled as a result of
A.
B.
C.
D.

river traffic.
intensive farming.
population growth.
industrial expansion.

12. According to sentence 8, the problem of regulating the lakes is complex because the lakes are
A.
B.
C.
D.

badly polluted.
valuable as waterways.
shared by two countries.
extremely large and deep.

13. The main purpose of this passage is to
A.
B.
C.
D.

criticize.
describe.
persuade.
entertain.

OVER
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PART B: POETRY
Total Value: 20 marks

Suggested Time: 25 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the poem “Taking Earth Inland” on page 1 in the Readings Booklet. Select
the best answer for each question and record your choice on the Response Form
provided.
14. In stanza 1, the speaker of the poem is a
A.
B.
C.
D.

sailor.
visitor.
cyclist.
gardener.

15. The word “loam” (line 9) means
A.
B.
C.
D.

oily water.
fertile earth.
clay pottery.
incoming waves.

16. In stanza 2, the potter has installed many windows in his house, which help him to
A.
B.
C.
D.

view whales.
display his art.
see passing tourists.
preserve its heritage.

17. The sound device found in line 25, “as they spin, hissing like whales,” is
A.
B.
C.
D.

alliteration.
dissonance.
onomatopoeia.
internal rhyme.

18. “[T]he mesmerizing blowhole” (line 28) is located in
A.
B.
C.
D.

a passing whale.
the potter’s works.
the rising bread dough.
the doorway to the farmhouse.
-6-

19. In the last stanza, the couple is located
A.
B.
C.
D.

in a storm.
aboard a boat.
beside the ocean.
away from the sea.

20. The phrase, “tough as waterproof love,” (line 46) is an example of
A.
B.
C.
D.

simile.
allusion.
metaphor.
oxymoron.

21. In the title of the poem, “Earth” is a reference to
A.
B.
C.
D.

pottery.
the planet.
beach sand.
soil for flowers.

OVER
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Taking Earth Inland
(page 1 in the Readings Booklet)
INSTRUCTIONS: In paragraph form and in approximately 125 to 150 words, answer question 1 in the
space provided. Write in ink. The mark for your answer will be based on the
appropriateness of the example(s) you use as well as the adequacy of your
explanation and the quality of your written expression.

1. In paragraph form and with reference to the poem, discuss the symbolism of the mugs.
(12 marks)

-8-

Organization and Planning

TOTAL

1st
2nd

OVER
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PART C: PROSE
Total Value: 33 marks

Suggested Time: 45 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the story entitled “My Last Hollywood Script” on pages 2 to 5 in the
Readings Booklet. Select the best answer for each question and record your choice
on the Response Form provided.
22. The writer of the selection, Anzia Yezierska, is
A.
B.
C.
D.

president of the sorority.
guest speaker at a university.
receiving an honorary degree.
giving the valedictory speech to her class.

23. In paragraphs 2 to 4, Yezierska believes that the girls in the audience are
A.
B.
C.
D.

bored by her.
hoping for advice.
questioning their faith.
frightened of graduating.

24. According to paragraphs 9 to 11, Yezierska became a writer because
A.
B.
C.
D.

she thought she could cheer people up.
she was unable to find work as a cook.
she felt she needed to express her thoughts.
her teacher encouraged her to become a writer.

25. In paragraph 13, the phrase, “There were so many things that crushed the life out of me…,”
is an example of
A.
B.
C.
D.

paradox.
hyperbole.
synecdoche.
understatement.

26. In paragraph 24, the word “exploits” means to
A.
B.
C.
D.

grow excited.
take advantage.
become wealthy.
become helpless.
- 10 -

27. In paragraph 27, Yezierska sees the audience’s reaction as
A.
B.
C.
D.

false.
ironic.
thrilling.
gratifying.

28. In paragraphs 32 to 34, Yezierska’s style would best be described as
A.
B.
C.
D.

satirical.
technical.
reflective.
colloquial.

29. Paragraph 33 contains an example of
A.
B.
C.
D.

jargon.
euphemism.
parallel structure.
sentence fragment.

30. The selection would best be described as
A.
B.
C.
D.

a parody.
a fantasy.
an allegory.
a reminiscence.
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Organization and Planning
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My Last Hollywood Script
(pages 2 to 5 in the Readings Booklet)
INSTRUCTIONS: Choose one of the following two topics and write a multi-paragraph essay of
approximately 300 words. Write in ink. The mark for your answer will be based
on the appropriateness of the example(s) you use as well as the adequacy of your
explanation and the quality of your written expression.

2a.

In multi-paragraph essay form and with reference to the passage, discuss the personality of the
writer, Anzia Yezierska.
OR

2b.

In multi-paragraph essay form and with reference to the passage, discuss a theme or themes
presented in Yezierska’s essay.

Before you begin, go to the front cover of this booklet and circle
the number corresponding to your chosen topic – Instruction 6.
(24 marks)
I have selected topic _______.

FINISHED WORK

OVER
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FINISHED WORK
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FINISHED WORK

SUBTOTAL

1st
2nd

OVER
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Organization and Planning
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PART D: ORIGINAL COMPOSITION
Value: 24 marks

Suggested Time: 40 minutes

INSTRUCTIONS: Using standard English, write a coherent, unified, multi-paragraph composition of
approximately 300 words on the topic below. In your composition, you may apply
any effective and appropriate method of development which includes any
combination of exposition, persuasion, description, and narration.
Use the page headed Organization and Planning for your rough work. Write your
composition in ink on the pages headed Finished Work.

3. Write a multi-paragraph composition on the topic below. In addressing the topic, you may
draw support from the pictures below, the experiences of others, or from any aspect of your
life: your reading, your own experiences, and so on.

Topic:
Forming meaningful connections may enrich lives.

OVER
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FINISHED WORK
Topic: Forming meaningful connections may enrich lives.
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FINISHED WORK

OVER
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FINISHED WORK

END OF EXAMINATION

SUBTOTAL

1st
2nd
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PART B: POETRY
INSTRUCTIONS: Read the following passage and answer the questions on pages 6 to 9 of the
written-response booklet.

Taking Earth Inland
by Dave Margoshes
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The cyclist who stopped to chat
on the island bridge where we’d been staring
at the oiled water, trying to decipher
the direction of the tide,
turned out to be a potter,
thick gardener’s hands prodding
sleeping bulbs in your cast-off soil
as if to extend tendrils
again through the loam, seeking nourishment.
Next day, passing the overgrown spot,
he’d said we’d find his studio,
we turned down a narrow path leading
through trees to the sea, found exactly
what we might have imagined, weathered farmhouse
splinter-finger restored with glass in places
where wood had given in, the better,
he explained, to see the whales
he could count on passing by,
like tourists hunting souvenirs.
In his studio, you’re transfixed
by mugs and plates, sturdy
solid-bottomed chunks of earth
torn off like handfuls of bread,
yeast pressed into them by hand
as they spin, hissing like whales
rising for breath and glimpses
of the spirit lying at the centre,
the mesmerizing blowhole through
which one enters, one departs
with rhythms beyond one’s choosing.
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“These are indestructible,” he boasts,
telling of a pair of mugs sold
to a fisherman whose vessel foundered
in a storm, washing intact
on the shore later like bright stones,
imperishable among the fractured debris.
We buy a pair, one for each of us,
and they have proved durable,
the full lips still smooth, glaze
undiminished over years, even now
pulled inland far from sea
where salt air might be expected to provide
some protective patina, far from the sounding
of whales, your eyes lifting from a book
to fill with sea light as you drink,
hands circling mug tough as waterproof love,
brittle as love adrift,
enduring as the tide pulling me to you.
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PART C: PROSE
INSTRUCTIONS: Read the following selection and answer the questions on pages 10 to 15 of the
written-response booklet.
My Last Hollywood Script
by Anzia Yezierska
1

I stood in a huge hall, between the president of the university and the president of the sorority,
shaking hands. An endless double line of faces smiled up at me, hands reached out to clasp my
hand. The gleaming lights of the great hall dazzled me, and still more dazzling were the young girls
dressed as if for a ball in low-necked evening gowns. The blue wool dress I wore looked like
sackcloth against the colorful chiffons and silks of my audience.

2

The room sang with their gay young voices until the signal came to file into the banquet hall. What
a fool I was to have come here, only to expose my ignorance, my terror of strangers!

3

All at once I became aware of eyes. Hungry young eyes boring into me. Eyes filled with blind faith,
crying for miracles. Eyes like X-rays peering into me to discover the formula for quick success, the
touchstone for becoming famous overnight. Eyes, all prayer and pleading: How can we conquer the
world? Tell us your secret.

4

These lucky young girls—envying me! They didn’t even know how happy they were. Everything
the world could give was theirs—and yet they wanted something from me! What had I to give
them? Hunger? Homelessness? The brutal fight to make my way?

5

Without waiting for the chairman to introduce me, I stood up and plunged right in. “I have here, in
my hands the few words I had prepared to say to you. It was written before I looked into your eyes.
There’s something in your eyes that tells me you don’t want speeches. You don’t want the fairy tale,
the success story of the movies. You deserve the truth.”

6

“I feel as if I had started writing a story and then had to scrap everything I had written. Your eyes
are giving me courage to tell you the truth.”

7

“Look! I’m tearing up my prepared speech—my last Hollywood script.” I tossed the pieces into the
air like a bunch of confetti. “Isn’t it wonderful—just to be yourself! And you can only be yourself
when among friends. We’re just people, drawn to one another at sight, swapping experiences.
Write out any questions you want to ask me on the back of your menu cards.”

8

And so while dinner was served, the questions were passed up to me. It was such a relief to have
said those few words I could even swallow a few sips of soup before I stood up again to read aloud
the first question: “What helped you most to become a writer?”

9

“My greatest stimulus to writing was the teacher who said, ‘There are too many writers and too few
cooks,’ and advised me to stick to the job that assured me a living. I told him if I had to spend my
life cooking for a living, that would be existing, not living.”

10

“He said to me, ‘Even if you learned to write what you want to write, who would read it? Where
would you sell it? There’s no market for your stuff. People aren’t interested in the immigrant, in
poverty, in suffering. They want to be entertained. They need cheering up. Your stuff lacks humor.
It’s too full of gloom. People read to escape from their troubles. They want glamour, romance.
Read the popular magazines. Read what successful authors are writing.’ ”
-4-

11

“ ‘But why should I copy other authors when I have something of my own to write?’ I asked him.”

12

There were many such questions that I answered briefly, but one was a challenge that took up most
of the evening. “You said in a newspaper interview that the things which could not kill you were the
making of you. What things did you mean?”

13

“There were so many things that crushed the life out of me, so many ways of dying. Every step of
the way up in my writing career was enough to kill me if I had not been stronger than death. Take
this, for instance:

14

“After I sold my first story for twenty-five dollars, I gave up my job and decided to live or die by my
writing. The twenty-five dollars were soon used up. I was in the throes of my second story, and I
was starving. I went to my sister. She had nine children. They never had enough to eat, but
occasionally they let me have a bite from the little they had. The children were in the street when I
arrived and my sister was next door at a neighbour’s. My sister’s house was always open. Poor
people have no need to lock their homes. A pot of oatmeal was boiling on the stove. I seized the
pot, rushed with it to the sink, added a little cold water to cool it and began wolfing it. That whole
pot of oatmeal only whetted my hunger. There was a loaf of bread in the breadbox. Just as I started
to break off a piece the children stormed in, and seeing me at their bread, tore it out of my hands. At
this point my sister returned, saw the empty pot. Her shriek raised the roof of the flat.

15

“She threw up her hands, screaming, ‘You’re a wild animal—’ ”

16

“ ‘I was so hungry—’ ”

17

“ ‘You were hungry? What about the children?’ ”

18

“ ‘I don’t live for myself—’ ”

19

“ ‘For what do you live?’ ”

20

“ ‘For my writing—’ ”

21

“ ‘A writer she wants to be yet! A crazy animal that’s what you are. Stealing bread from starving
children—that’s worse than stealing pennies from a blind man’s cup—’ ”

22

“ ‘A mother has a right to steal to feed a hungry child. I have a right to steal to finish my
story—’ ”

23

“I wish I could still justify the stealing of that oatmeal as I was able to fifteen years ago. But every
step of my writing career was a brutal fight, like the stealing of that oatmeal from hungry children.”

24

“When I banked the money the movies paid me for Hungry Hearts, the elation of suddenly
possessing a fortune was overshadowed by the voice of conscience: What is the difference between
a potbellied boss who exploits the labour of helpless workers and an author who grows rich writing
of the poor?”

25

When the applause came I felt as if I had walked out of darkness into light.

26

There was something to being famous after all, I rejoiced. If I were a nobody, they would never
have listened to me. They think I’m a success, and so my opinion is respected. I gave them
something to think about.

27

But when they came crowding around me, murmuring, “It was so nice!” “So interesting!” “We’ll
never forget this thrilling evening!” the wonderful moment of exaltation, when I felt at one with my
OVER
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audience, began to fade. Had it been only a fairy tale to them? Instead of showing them the barren
road of my success, had I only sharpened their desire for it? In their shining eyes I saw the hunger
for recognition at any price—their lust and mine for the glory of the limelight—the boom of the
crowd that pursues a celebrity. Had my efforts to tell my story ended again in failure?
28

Another girl came up. “You’re wonderful!” She shook my hand. “I only wish I had known you
when you were poor and obscure.”

29

I looked at her bright young face, surprised to see that it was already marked by anxiety.

30

“I’m working my way through college,” she said. “I’ve been on my own since twelve.”

31

She was so pretty! How could she have known poverty and look so gay, so decorative?

32

I turned to the other girls around me, my feeling of righteousness beginning to crumble. Just
because they had never been starved enough to steal bread from hungry children, I had condemned
them as callous and frivolous. The truth with which I wanted to shock them had been only the
vanity of the injured showing off scars.

33

I erected a wall of self-defense around me and shot arrows of envy at them. Immune to envy,
immune to criticism, they swept across the wall and conquered me.

34

All at once I loved them. As I had made a bunch of confetti from my prepared speech, so I would
have gladly made a bonfire of everything I had to feed the flame of their trusting youth.

-6-
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